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Three Kings Tattoo Gets Into the Gallery
Game
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NEWEST PLACES TO SHOP, EAT + MORE
Nha Minh - artsy Vietnamese cafe
El Sombrero - Latin-Mexican reboot
Dojo Izakaya - soba and sake
Samurai Papa - ramen refuge
The Folly - nautical bar with bites
Matthew Marcus (l) and Daniel Albrigo (r). (Photos: Ian Frisch)

Eight hours before the grand opening of Three Kings Studios, a bi-level
art gallery at 754 Manhattan Avenue in Greenpoint, owner Matthew
Marcus locked its front door from the inside. He stood, back to the street,
sending e-mails on his iPhone and corralling a small staff to help with
last-minute preparations for the inaugural show yesterday evening,
featuring Brooklyn-based artist Daniel Albrigo.

Lola Star Wonderland  Coney-esque gifts
Devi Yoga Studio - "divine feminine yoga"
An.me - "cool style" for kids
Izakaya- Japanese bar food
Objectify - LES art objects
Le Fond - neo-bistro
Le Marecage - Haitian/West African food

“We can’t have any pictures
taken of the space just yet,”
he said, lifting his fingers off
the screen, a thin smile
creeping across his cheeks.
“We wouldn’t want to give
anything away before
tonight.” And as the lid of
night sealed itself over
Greenpoint, just after 7pm,
spectators, friends,
enthusiasts and passerby
trickled into the gallery like
the slow drip of an IV,
injecting life into the freshly birthed space.
Marcus, an affable 32-year-old, wore black and brown, with a charcoal
button-up under his sweater. His hair freshly trimmed and slicked over,
the buzzed sides hovered like a shadow over a tattooed spider crawling

Good Room - Greenpoint dance club
Happy Ending - French food and dancing
Galli - Italian classics
Mamak  Vietnamese, Malaysian, Thai

from temple to nape. He is also the owner of Three Kings Tattoo, a local
staple that has been around since 2007, and sees the gallery as an
extension of that brand, but not so much in the aspect of body art. “I
don’t really want it to be connected to the tattoo world, per se, although
there will be a few people who cross over in exhibits,” he said. “I am more
so interested in kind of just following my own interests.”
A resident of Greenpoint since 2000, Marcus expressed that he has
always been a fan of art, but just recently built up the necessary
confidence and network to open the gallery. “The greatest things happen
when a team of likeminded people come together. And we decided to go
for it and see what happens, and it kind of went with a bang,” he said. “If
I’m going to spend my money on something, it’s going to be on what I
love.” Greenpoint, he added, was the perfect place to interject his
viewpoint on art. “We are in a weird place in the world socially,
economically, politically,” Marcus said. “There’s a lot of turmoil and
people are exposed to it more
so than ever and personally…
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I’ve been reinvigorated with
a lot of the new
contemporary artists that
I’ve seen coming up.”
Marcus, who isn’t the first
Greenpoint tattoo artist to
expand into the
gallery realm, became close
with Albrigo when he
employed him at the tattoo
parlor, and has always backed his ambition not only as a tattoo artist but
also a painter and illustrator. “I’ve always wanted to see him grow, so if I
can do that in any way, I’m going to do it,” Marcus said, adding that
Albrigo was his go-to artist for the opening. “I’m such a fan of [Albrigo’s]
art, but [him being featured is] also out of friendship,” he said. “He really
helped me pull this thing together.”
Albrigo, who moved to
Brooklyn from Pomona,
California eight years ago to
work at Invisible NYC, a
tattoo shop in the Lower East
Side, has been making art for
over a decade (he just turned
33 on Tuesday), balancing
his canvas-based ambitions
with tattooing. “I split
tattooing and painting, but
tattooing is what’s largely
paying the rent,” he said, wearing an inside-out black tee and matching
Nikes, tattoos falling out of his sleeves and from underneath his burntauburn beard. “But moving to New York was exciting because I knew I’d
be more in the epicenter of going to see art in person.”
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This show, he said, is a stretch from his past experiences as an artist.
“The work evolved to where I was introducing some logo appropriation,
and I kind of have more of a history in still life and portrait and classical
painting, so I was just trying to think of new directions to go,” he said.
The body of work showcases materials ranging from acrylic to ink,
boasting Albrigo’s propensity for black gesso, and features six unreleased
pieces, including a large-scale canvas painting, Everlast (1985), which he
created ten days ago specifically for the show.
Some pieces tie in elements of sarcasm, he said, like Genesis Knows Best,
a painting of the famed artist Genesis P-Orridge’s handbag (with whom
he had a show in 2010) boasting the message, “Warning: I Don’t Really
Care.” But, overall, the show at Three Kings is what allowed this
collection of art to come alive. “Unless a body of work lives in a gallery
you almost don’t know its full potential aesthetically,” Albrigo said. “If
anything, this show is something that I have built up to.”
With the gallery nearly full, local art-seekers stubbing their cigarettes and
coming in off the street, a small line had formed behind Albrigo to lend
praise and ask questions. And as he turned to greet the first in the line, I
met eyes with a smiley-face
tattoo tucked away on the
side of his neck, just above
his shirt collar, its grin
stretching from ear to ear.
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